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Abstract: The phenomenon of discontinuous shear thickening (DST) is observed in suspensions of
solid particles with a very high-volume fraction. It is characterized by an abrupt decrease in the
shear rate for critical stress during a ramp of stress. This behavior can be reproduced in numerical
simulations by introducing a local friction between two particles above a given local force. We
present experimental results showing this DST behavior obtained with suspensions of magnetic
(iron) and nonmagnetic (calcium carbonate) particles and different amounts of a superplasticizer
molecule used in the cement industry. For both types of particles, the same behavior was observed
with first an increase in critical stress with the amount of plasticizer followed by a decrease at higher
concentrations but with a larger viscosity before critical stress was reached. At a low concentration
of plasticizer, the low critical stress is interpreted by the local sliding of plasticizer molecules on the
surface of particles. At higher concentrations, when total coverage is achieved, the critical stress is
higher since it has to remove the molecules out of the surface. At still higher concentrations, the
increase in viscosity is explained by the formation of multilayers of molecules on the surface of the
particles. This interpretation is supported by the measurement of the adsorption isotherm of the
plasticizer on the surface of the particles.

Keywords: discontinuous shear thickening; adsorption isotherm; magnetorheology; carbonyl iron
particles; calcium carbonate; superplasticizer

1. Introduction

Mastering the rheology of suspensions of mineral particles is essential in many fields
where these materials must flow in ducts before their final use. A few examples are cement
or concrete in the construction of buildings or structures [1], the pastes made of a mixture
of polymer and metallic particles for 3D printers [2], and the use of titanium dioxide
or silica particles in numerous products like tooth paste [3], paints, paper coating [4],
solar cream, etc. In most of these applications, we are looking for a paste which remains
homogeneous and does not tend to aggregate at rest or during its flow, and for this, the
physics of these suspensions must be understood [5]. To avoid the aggregation of the
particles, and consequently their sedimentation or clogging, surfactant molecules are used,
which have to provide a repulsive barrier on the surface of the particles. It can be achieved
in different ways: using a polyelectrolyte molecule that provides an electrostatic repulsive
force between ions of the same charge or with a coating of polymer either covalently bound
to the surface or simply adsorbed through electrostatic interactions [6,7]. On the other
hand, if these polymers have a good affinity with the solvent molecules, they provide a
repulsive entropic force that prevents the polymers belonging to two different particles
from interpenetrating each other. The resulting force between polymer brushes has been
predicted by many authors [8–12] and depends mainly on the degree of polymerization and
on the number of grafted chains per unit surface. If this force is not high enough to prevent
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the particles from coming into contact, solid friction between particles occurs and creates a
percolating network of particles. This network gives rise to discontinuous shear thickening
(DST) as it was demonstrated by numerical simulations [13–15]. This phenomenon was
observed a long time ago [16], and more recently, with different kinds of microparticles like
corn starch [17], calcium carbonate (CC) [18,19], gypsum [20], poly~methyl methacrylate
(PMMA) [21,22], ceramic [23], polystyrene [24,25], silica [25–28], carbonyl iron [29], etc.
The DST transition can also appear with particles being sterically stabilized in non-polar
solvents like PMMA in aliphatic hydrocarbon [22], in di-octyl phthalate [21], or stabilized by
electrostatic layers in polar solvent like for quartz in water [26,27] or silica in water [28,30].
In a previous study on CC particles in water [19], a comparison of critical stress of the DST
transition was made between three different brush polymers that electrostatically adsorb
on the surface of the particles. An analytical expression for critical stress was obtained
under the hypothesis that, above a given compression ratio, the polymer was expelled from
the surface of the particles, providing the sudden percolation of a frictional network of
particles. Such a hypothesis was also proposed in the study of the DST transition in a CC
suspension in the presence of three other plasticizers [31].

In this study, we aim to find a quantitative interpretation of the correlation between
the concentration of surfactant used and the evolution of critical stress when the DST
transition occurs. After the Materials and Method Section, we shall present the rheological
curves showing the DST transition at different concentrations of plasticizer for CC, carbonyl
iron (CI), and a mixture of CC and CI particles. The Discussion Section is devoted to the
interpretation of these experimental results with the help of the adsorption isotherm of
the plasticizer molecule on CI and CC particles. Using a model of weak interpenetration
of the polymer brushes [32] we consider the equality between the compression energy of
the polymer and its adsorption energy as a criterion of expulsion of the polymer from the
surface of the particles in the contact area; the relevance of this criterion is discussed.

2. Materials and Methods

The suspensions used are based on two kinds of particles, a CC powder produced by
the company Omya, Oftringen, Switzerland, with the trademark BL200, and a CI powder
(grade HQ produced by the company BASF, Ludwigshafen, Germany), which is currently
used in the preparation of magnetorheological (MR) fluids [33,34]. The interest of MR fluids
in the frame of the DST transition is that critical stress can be changed by the application
of an external magnetic field [35,36]. The CC particles have an irregular shape, mainly
rhomboidal (Figure 1a), whereas the CI particles are spherical (Figure 1b).
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tron microscope (SEM) JEOL JSM 6700 (TEM, Tokyo, Japan). It is well represented by a
lognormal distribution whose average radius and standard deviation are, respectively,
aCC = 1.75 µm and σstd_CC = 0.809 µm and aCI = 0.297 µm and σstd_CI = 0.15 µm. A plot of
the size distributions can be found in [35]. The densities of the particles were measured
with a gas pycnometer (Accupyc II, Micromeritics, Norcross, USA), and ρCC = 2.72 g/cm3

and ρCI = 7.7 g/cm3. The superplasticizer is a polyelectrolyte whose commercial name is
Optima 100 from Chryso company, Sermaises, France. It is made of a polyoxyethylene
(PEO) chain of 44 units with a diphosphonate head (Figure 2). The counterions of the
phosphonate group are sodium ions. The polymer is solvated in water at a concentration
of 30 wt.%. The phosphonate head, negatively charged, binds with the positive ions, either
calcium or iron, depending on the particles used. The suspending fluid is made of a mix-
ture of ethylene glycol and de-ionized water (with resistivity of 18 MΩ·cm) in the ratio of
85–15%; it was chosen to minimize the evaporation of the solvent.
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The quantity of the polymer added to the suspending liquid is the weight of the dry
polymer relative to the weight of the particles. After the addition of the mass of particles
needed to obtain the required volume fraction, the suspension is stirred in a vortex during
5 min at 10 Hz, then placed in an ultrasound bath for 15 min (XTRA TT, Elmasonic, 400 W,
37 kHz), vortex stirred again for 5 min, and stored in a fridge for at least 12 h at 4 ◦C.
Despite the presence of 15% of water in the suspending fluid, there was no oxidation sign
like a rust color in the supernatant liquid after several days likely because the phosphates
groups are known to have a good oxidation resistance. Just before its use in the rheometric
cell, the suspension is still stirred in the vortex for 5 min and then briefly degassed under
partial vacuum to remove remaining bubbles. The rheological results were obtained with a
stress-imposed rheometer MCR 502 from Anton Paar with a parallel-plate geometry and
a rotating disk of 40 mm diameter and a typical gap of 1 mm. To decrease wall slip, a
sandpaper of 60 µm average roughness was stuck on both plates. The first step was a
preshear with a ramp of stress between 0 and the maximum (typically 100 Pa) remaining
below critical stress. The stress was maintained for 3 min and then stopped. After a rest
time of 30 s, a linear ramp of stress was applied at a rate of 0.5 or 1 Pa/s. These rates
were slow enough to obtain the equilibrium curves. For very concentrated suspensions,
it is important that the constraints imposed by the compression of the suspension during
the descent of the upper disk have time to relax. In the last step between 2 and 1 mm,
the descent of the upper plate is regulated at a speed of 5 µm/s with a rotating speed of
0.1 rpm. The final position was then reached with a negligible axial force.

3. Results

In this section, we report experimental results obtained with three suspensions, one
made of CC particles at a volume fraction of 68%, the second of CI particles at a volume
fraction of 64%, and the third one being a mixture of the two previous types of particles
with a total solid volume fraction of 70.5% with the percentage in mass of CI particles:
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mCI/(mCI + mCC) = 5%. In both situations, the weight ratio of Optima 100 is given as the
ratio of the mass of dry polymer to the total mass of solid particles.

3.1. Suspension of Calcium Carbonate

The stress shear rate curve is given in Figure 3 for different weight percentages of
the superplasticizer Optima 100; the total volume fraction being ΦCC = 68%. It should
be emphasized that, in the absence of Optima 100, it is not possible to obtain a flowing
suspension at this volume fraction. In this figure, like in Figures 4 and 5, it can be noted
that the shear rate is unstable above the critical shear stress. This is a common feature
found in DST transitions where the differential viscosity becomes negative and produces
an instability on the shear rate at imposed shear stress [25–27,36].
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The initial viscosity is the highest at 0.1% (η = 41 Pa·s) and the lowest at 0.2%
(η = 22 Pa·s), but the most impressive change is critical stress that increases from 169 Pa at
0.1% to 573 Pa at 0.2%. There is no significant change up to 0.4%, but when the percentage
of Optima increases further, a plateau is not reached as could be expected. Instead, we
observe a strong decrease in critical stress down to 271 Pa. The fit of the curves below the
transition point was based on the Herchel–Buckley (HB) law: σ = τy + K.

.
γ

n is represented
with a black dashed line for 0.1%, 0.2%, and 1.5%. The exponent, n, of the power law is
minimum and equal to 1.98 for 0.2% and 0.4% but larger for 0.1% (n = 2.7) and maximum
for 1.5% (n = 3.1). It then appears that a too large quantity of polymer increases the shear
thickening behavior before the DST transition. Nevertheless, at the same time, it facilitates
this transition since critical stress is much lower than at 0.2%. Let see now what happens
with the CI suspension when we change the quantities of Optima 100.

3.2. Suspension of Carbonyl Iron

In Figure 4, the results are plotted for a total volume fraction, Φ = 0.64, and seven
different percentages of Optima 100. The change in behavior is still more important than
that for the suspension of CC particles, but the same trend is maintained with low critical
stress at 0.1%, the maximum at 0.4%, and a continuous decrease above 0.4% together with
a very large increase in viscosity. Also, contrary to the CC suspension, the rheology is not
far from Newtonian, and, at the highest percentage of Optima 100, a slight shear thinning
occurs before the transition instead of the expected shear thickening. This observation was
already made when looking at the change in the DST transition for the same suspension,
but in the presence of a magnetic field of different magnitudes instead of a change in the
plasticizer concentration (Figure 13b in [35]). It means that, contrary to the model currently
used to reproduce the DST transition [37], this transition is not the result of a continuous
increase in the fraction of frictional contacts until percolation across the measuring cell
appears, but is rather due to a sudden expulsion of the coating layer that was preventing
the particles from coming into contact. We shall come back to this point in the next section.

In Table 1, the values are reported for critical stress, σc, viscosity ηc =
σc.
γc

, where
.
γc is

the critical shear rate, and exponent n of the HB fit. The fitted curves are not represented
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because they cannot be distinguished from the original ones. Looking at the values of the
last line, we see that, both at low (0.1%) and high concentrations (1.2% and 1.5%), there
is some shear thinning (n < 1), and it is maximum around n = 1.2, corresponding to the
domain of high critical stress. Compared to calcium carbonate in which the increase in
viscosity is twice at the highest value of Optima 100 (1.5%), here, there is more than one
order of magnitude between 0.2% and 1.5%.

Table 1. Critical stress, viscosity at the transition point, and exponent of the HB law for different
weight fractions of Optima in a suspension of CI particles at Φ = 0.64.

wt% 0.1% 0.2% 0.3% 0.4% 0.6% 1.2% 1.5%

σc 76.20 130.60 292.00 396.20 175.10 140.07 106.05

ηc 2.80 2.00 2.61 2.69 2.73 5.70 33.56

n 0.84 1.09 1.22 1.25 1.05 0.87 0.74

This increase in viscosity above roughly 1 wt.% of Optima 100 deserves an explanation
that is given in the next section.

3.3. Mixture of Calcium Carbonate and Carbonyl Iron

In a previous study [35], we have shown that a small fraction (5% in volume) of CI
particles among CC particles was enough to monitor the viscosity and the DST transition of
the mixture with a low magnetic field; the interest was in reducing the sedimentation of the
iron particles, which remains a major problem in the use of MR fluids. For this composition,
it is interesting to see how the rheological behavior changes as a function of the proportion
of Optima 100. The results are presented in Figure 5.

The main feature concerning the presence of an optimum percentage around 0.4% is
still present, and the global behavior with a strong shear thickening is similar to the one
observed with the CC particles alone (Figure 3). This was expected since the percentage
of CC particles is 95%, so the 5% of iron particles should not critically impact the global
behavior. In the following discussion, we try to answer the following questions: (1) is it
possible to explain qualitatively the behavior of critical stress with the concentration of the
superplasticizer? and (2) is it possible to obtain a quantitative prediction of critical stress
from the knowledge of the interaction forces between particles? To answer these questions,
we need to, at least, correlate the concentration of plasticizer to the density of adsorption of
these molecules on the surface of the particles.

3.4. Adsorption Isotherm of CC and CI Particles for Determination of Adsorption Energy

The adsorption isotherm was measured by the method of Total Organic Carbon (TOC-
VCSH Shimadzu), where a known mass of polymer relative to the mass of particles is added
to the suspending liquid and placed on a rotating stirrer for 12 h. After centrifugation, the
supernatant liquid is calcined at 680 ◦C, and the residual carbon is determined by infrared
absorption of gaseous CO2. After calibration with known quantities of Optima 100, the
quantity remaining in the supernatant is measured and therefore what is adsorbed on the
surface of the particles. In these experiments, we took 5.1 g of calcium carbonate and 30 g
of carbonyl iron.

The Langmuir model is based on the equality between the chemical potential of the
molecule in the liquid phase and on the surface of the particle [38]. It gives the following
prediction for the adsorbed mass, mads, of polymer versus its initial mass concentration
Cinit = minit/V (g/cm3) in the liquid phase of volume V:

mads = msat
b.Cinit

1 + b.Cinit
with b =

103

mopt
.e

−ε
kT

(
h2

2πmoptkT

) 3
2

(1)
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where msat is the mass of polymer at the plateau of adsorption, h is the Planck constant, mopt
is the mass of the Optima 100 molecule (mopt (kg) = 2.2/Nav with Nav the Avogadro number),
and ε is the adsorption energy on the surface of the particle. The prefactor 103/mopt is
due to the change in unity from number per m3 to g/cm3. In Figure 6, we report the
experimental adsorption and the fit of the Langmuir equation for the two types of particles.
First, it can be noted that the adsorption is stronger for the CC particles since, to obtain
a coverage of 60% surface, the initial concentration is approximately four times less for
the CC than for the CI particles. The fit with the Langmuir model gives msat = 5.22 mg
and b = 4360 for CC particles and msat = 108 mg and b = 878 for CI particles, respectively.
From Equation (1), we find that ε/kT = −28.1 for CC particles compared to ε/kT = −26.5
for CI ones, showing that the binding energy with the surface is less important for the CI
particles. The initial adsorption energy at a low concentration of polymer on the surface is
well represented by the Langmuir model, but when the coverage increases, it is no longer
the case because the excluded volume interactions between the molecules on the surface
are not taken into account, so we need to be cautious with the absolute value of the total
adsorbed mass, msat, given by this model, but it can be used to interpret qualitatively the
effect of the concentration of this molecule on the rheology.
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3.5. Extrapolation of Adsorption Isotherm under the Conditions of Rheology Experiments

It is worth noting that the important changes in critical stress reported in Figures 3–5
are obtained at plasticizer concentrations that are much higher than those used in the
isotherm measurements. For instance, the weight concentration of 0.1 wt.% (ratio of the
mass of plasticizer to the mass of particles), used for the suspension of CC at Φ = 0.68,
corresponds to 0.0053 g/cm3, which is well beyond the concentrations used for the isotherm
presented in Figure 6. The points corresponding to the volume concentrations used in
the rheological experiments are shown in Figure 7a,b, and are versus the weight ratio
instead of Cinit in abscissa. The Langmuir equation remains the same but with a new
coefficient b′ = mCC b/(103·Vliq), with Vliq and mCC being the volume of liquid and the
mass of particles (either CC or CI) used in the rheological experiments, respectively. mopt is
the mass of one Optima 100 molecule.

We observe that the concentrations of plasticizer used in the rheology experiments
correspond to a coverage between 92% and more than 99% for the two last points at
wt = 0.012 and wt = 0.015. Then, with the mass ratio in abscissa, quite similar predictions
for the coverage fraction of surfaces are obtained, since for wt = 0.002, we have 0.98 for CC
particles and 0.96 for CI particles.
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4. Discussion

First, the information provided by the adsorption isotherms of Figure 7a,b is used to
help understand the change in the rheology of these concentrated suspensions when the
concentration of Optima 100 is varied. Then, an attempt is be made to predict critical stress
from the local forces between two particles with the hypothesis that the DST transition
occurs when the energy of compression of the polymer is equal to its adsorption energy.

4.1. Interpretation of the Increase in Critical Stress Up to wt = 0.4%

The first point at wt = Mopt/mCC = 0.0005 in Figure 7a,b was not used in the rhe-
ology experiments because it was not possible to obtain a homogeneous liquid phase
in the rheometer gap for this concentration. It appears that a large increase in critical
stress between wt = 0.001 and wt = 0.004 is related to reaching a full surface coverage
(>98%) of the particles. On the other hand, one might wonder why a small variation
in coverage from approximately 96% to 98% can produce such a big change in critical
stress (Figures 3–5). A possible explanation is that, since some free space remains on the
surface, when two particles are pushed against each other by the shear force, the adsorbed
molecules can slide on the surface and move away from the contact zone allowing a fric-
tional contact between the particles. It is only when total coverage is reached that this
sliding motion becomes forbidden and that the force necessary to expel the plasticizer
molecules from the surface becomes much more important. Nevertheless, it does not
explain why, when the concentration of plasticizer molecules is still increased, critical stress
decreases, and at the same time, viscosity increases.

4.2. Interpretation of the Decrease in Critical Stress for wt > 0.4%

If After the completion of the first layer, the concentration of plasticizer molecules in
the liquid phase is increased, the polymer continues to adsorb, either forming a bilayer
with the PEO chains in contact and the phosphonate head remaining in contact with the
liquid phase or as spherical micelles or both at the same time. During a collision between
two particles, a bridge made of a concentrated solution of polymer forms in the gaps
between the particles with a local viscosity, ηm, that is much higher than the one of the
solvent, ηm0. The effect of the thickness of the polymer layer on viscosity can be related to
the effective volume fraction. If we call R + δR the radius of the particle plus its shell of
polymer, the effective volume fraction increases such that we obtain the following:

Φe f f=
V1

V1 +
(1−Φ)

Φ V0

V0 =
∫ ∞

0
Plog(R)R3dR; V1 =

∫ ∞

0
Plog(R + R)(R + R)3dR

where Plog is the lognormal distribution, whose parameters are given in Section 2, V0 is the
volume of the bare particles, and V1 is the volume that includes the shell of the polymer. To
calculate Φeff, the thickness of the polymer layer is needed. We see below that this thickness
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can be close to 15 nm. For CI particles, the maximum volume fraction characterized by the
divergence of viscosity of frictionless particles is Φm = 0.678 [35]. Starting from Φ = 0.64
and a bilayer of polymer of thickness δR = 30 nm, Φeff = 0.672, which is very close to the
maximum volume fraction. As most of the dissipation occurs in the gaps between the
particles, it means that the suspending fluid has an effective viscosity close to the one of a
concentrated polymer, which is very high. For instance, Optima 100 at a mass concentration
of 83% in water has a viscosity of 3.95 Pa·s compared to a viscosity of 0.013 Pa·s at a mass
concentration of 30%. This ratio of more than two orders of magnitude can easily explain
the increase in viscosity by a factor of 35 between wt.% = 0.2% and wt.% = 1.5% (Figure 4).
At the same time, it explains the decrease in critical stress because it is the local stress,
σm = ηm

.
γloc, and not the average one, which acts inside the gap between surfaces and

expels the polymer from the surface of the particles. Also, it is likely that the presence of
another layer of polymer or of micelles at the surface of the first layer contributes to the
decrease in its adsorption energy and thus to lower critical stress. For the CC suspension,
the increase in viscosity and the decrease in critical stress at the highest concentration of
polymer are not very important (Figure 3); the viscosity at the transition point increases
from 77.7 Pa·s to 84 Pa·s between wt.% = 0.2% and wt.% = 1.5%, and critical stress is divided
by two. This is qualitatively understandable since the average diameter being six times
larger than the one of CI particles, the same increase in thickness of the polymer layer has a
lesser effect on the change in the effective volume fraction. For instance, with a thickness
of 30 nm, Φ = 0.68 transitions to Φeff = 0.687, which is still far from the maximum volume
fraction, i.e., Φmax = 0.72.

4.3. Attempt to Predict Critical Stress

A more quantitative insight into critical stress can be obtained from the expression
of the forces between particles. In addition to the well-known van der Waals force, the
repulsive force between two polymer layers depends mainly on their interpenetration depth
and on their packing density. Different models have been proposed [10,12,39–41] mainly
based on the scaling theory derived from De Gennes’s study [39]. Molecular dynamic
simulation allows to check these models, and R. Desai et al. [32] found a good agreement
with simulations in the regime of small interpenetration between the two polymer brushes.
As this regime seems to be adapted for a layer of densely packed polymer, we use it to
describe the forces between two particles. The repulsive interaction energy, U, per unit area
between two plates separated by a distance h is given by the following [41]:

U(h, d0, Ds)

kT
= Cν

1
b2

0

(
2 − h

d0

) 5ν
5ν−1

with Cν = P
1+5ν
5ν−1

(
b2

0
D2

s

) 7+15ν
3(5ν−1)

(2)

In this expression, d0 is the equilibrium thickness of the polymer layer, and Ds is
the average distance between two polymers adsorbed on the surface. The exponent ν
depends on the quality of the solvent, i.e., ν = 1/2 for a θ solvent and ν = 3/5 in a good
solvent, where the contribution of the excluded volume between monomers to the entropy
is considered [42]. P = 44 is the number of monomers. The Kuhn length of the PEO chain
is b0 = 0.52 nm [43,44], deduced from the end to end distance, i.e., < r2 >= 2λPlm = Pb2

0,
where lm = 0.36 nm and is the projected length of a monomer, and λ = 0.37 nm and is the
persistence length [44]. The repulsive force between two spherical particles of radius R is
then given by the Derjaguin approximation [45]:

Frep = π R U(h, d0, Ds) (3)
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The repulsive energy between two spherical particles is given by the integral of
Equation (3) between h = 2d0, where Frep = 0, and h:

Wrep = π R kT
Cν

b2
0

5ν − 1
10ν − 1

d0

(
2 − h

d0

) 10ν−1
5ν−1

(4)

The equilibrium thickness, d0, of the adsorbed layer can be obtained in the Flory
approach by a minimization of the free energy relative to d0 in a cylindrical volume
V ∼ d0D2

s [42]. The contribution of the excluded volume v ∼ b3
0 and of the mixing energy

parameter, χ, between the polymer and the solvent is taken into account and gives the
following result [12]:

d0 ∼ P
(

wb2
0/D2

s

) 1
3 with w = b3

0(1 − 2χ) (5)

This expression reduces to the one given in [41,46] with ν = 3/5 and χ = 0 (theta sol-
vent). We consider χ = 0.36 for the Flory parameter [47] The two other forces acting between
a pair of particles come from the shear stress and from the van der Waals interaction:

Fsh = σ (2R)2 and FVDW = −AhR/
(

12h2
)

(6)

Ah is the Hamaker constant; Ah = 2.23 × 10−20 for CaCO3 [48] and Ah = 10−19 for
iron [49]. The abrupt transition observed in Figures 3–5 suggests that it is linked to the
expulsion of the polymer that happens when the energy stored during the compression of
the polymer layers exceeds the adsorption energy. We can then obtain the critical distance,
hc, by equating Wrep/kT to ε/kT. Then, critical stress, σc, is obtained from the balance
of forces:

σcπR2 + Frep(hc) + FVDW(hc) = 0 (7)

The only unknown here is Ds, i.e., the average distance between adsorbed polymers.
The number of adsorbed molecules, i.e., Nads = mads/mopt, for a given initial concentra-
tion of polymer is known from the Langmuir model, and the surface of the particles is
obtained from the measurement of the specific surfaces by the BET method, which is
SspCC = 0.54 m2/g for CC particles and SspCI = 0.45 m2/g for CI particles. The minimum
distance, Dmin, between adsorbed polymers at the saturation plateau is given by the values
of the adsorption isotherm since the number of molecules in one layer on the surface is
Ns = msat/mopt. As the total surface of CC particles is mCCSspCC, we have the following:

Dmin =
√(

mCCSspCC
)
/Ns and

Ds(Cinit)

Dmin
=

√
msat

mads(Cinit)
=

√
(1 + bCinit)

bCinit
(8)

where mcc = 5.1 g and msat = 5.22 mg refer to the values of the adsorption isotherm of Op-
tima 100 on CC particles. The second equation, derived from Equation (1), gives the change
in average distance with the initial concentration, Cinit, if the molecules are distributed
equidistantly on the surface, but a phase separation can occur beyond a given coverage
fraction. The application of Equation (8) gives Dmin = 1.39 nm on the surface of CC particles.
The measurement of the adsorption isotherm of Optima 100 on the surface of CI particles
was made with mCI = 30 g and msat = 108 mg, giving Dmin = 0.68 nm. It is interesting to
compare these distances to the gyration radius of Optima. The gyration radius of a PEO
chain was deduced from static and dynamic light scattering for different molecular weights
and was found to be [50] RG = 0.0215Mw

0.583 = 1.91 nm for Mw = 2200 g/mol. An other
recent study [51] based both on simulations and double electron–electron resonance gives
RG = 0.019 Mw

0.588 = 1.74 nm. By comparison with Dmin, it is obvious that the adsorbed
polymer is strongly compressed in the dimension parallel to the surface, but in practice,
the polymers interpenetrate to gain configurational entropy [46]. The fact that the polymer
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density is higher on the iron surface comes from the higher density of the iron atoms than
that of calcium atoms on the surface of CC particles. From the knowledge of Ds or Dmin at
the adsorption plateau, the height d0 of the adsorbed layer can be obtained (Equation (5)).
Taking ν = 3/5 for our case, where the PEO is in a good solvent, thickness d0 = 7.5 nm for the
CC particles and d0 = 12.4 nm for CI particles. This last value is not far from the length of the
completely stretched polymer: L = 44 × 0.36 = 15.8 nm. Using Dmin = 1.39 nm for the aver-
age distance between the polymers on the CC particles and Wrep/kT = ε/kT = −28.1 for its
adsorption energy, the solution of Equations (4)–(7) gives critical stress: σc = 142 Pa. For the
CI particles, with Dmin = 0.68 nm and Wrep/kT= ε/kT = −26.5, critical stress σc = 10,300 Pa.
Experimentally, the maximum critical stress obtained for 0.4% wt is between 400 and 600 Pa
for the three systems that we studied (Figures 3–5). Thus, for CC particles, this model
underpredicts critical stress by a factor of three, and for CI particles, it overpredicts critical
stress by more than one order of magnitude. The large difference between the predictions
for CC particles and CI particles is mainly due to their size difference: considering the size
of the CI particles as the size of CC particles, the model predicts σc = 576 Pa instead of
10,300 Pa. This high sensitivity to the size of the particles is because the hydrodynamic force
on a pair of particles scales like σR2 (Equation (7)), whereas the repulsive force and the van
der Waals force scales only as R. It is worth noting that this simple model aiming to relate
critical stress to the force acting on a pair of particles is independent of the volume fraction
of the suspension. This is certainly not the case since the jamming transition is related to the
percolation of a network of particles in frictional contact, which implies a volume fraction
larger than 0.55–0.56: the loose random packing fraction for monosized hard spheres [15].
In these highly concentrated suspensions, transient aggregates are formed within which
stress is transmitted as in a solid, so the basic scale is no longer the particle but an aggregate
of particles, and the hydrodynamic force between aggregates of particles is now propor-
tional to the square of the diameter of these aggregates. This interpretation recalls the one
from Wyart-Cates [37] who introduced a critical volume fraction for the jamming transition
that depends on a phenomenological function, f(σ), of the applied stress representing the
fraction of particles in frictional contacts. The fact that one faces a multiscale interaction,
not mentioning the initial polydispersity, makes a good prediction of critical stress difficult,
but new experiments, particularly with different sizes of particles obtained by sieving the
same initial powder, should help in understanding why critical stress seems experimentally
quite independent of the size of the particles, contrary to the prediction of a theoretical
approach based on pair interactions between particles.

5. Conclusions

Critical stress characterizing the discontinuous shear thickening transition was mea-
sured for suspensions composed of different particles (calcium carbonate, carbonyl iron, or
a mixture of the two), but with the same molecule of superplasticizer. For the three types
of suspensions, the same behavior was observed during the increase in the concentration
of the plasticizer, namely, an increase in critical stress, followed by a plateau, and then a
decrease accompanied by a growth in viscosity or the shear thickening effect before the
transition. From the fit of the adsorption isotherm by the Langmuir model, we have found
that the adsorption energy of the plasticizer polymer on carbonyl iron particles was slightly
smaller (26.5 kT against 28.1 kT) than that on calcium carbonate particles. By reporting
the concentrations of plasticizer used in the rheological measurements on the Langmuir
curve, it appears that the surface of the particles was close to fully covered by a monolayer
of polymer. The important increase in critical stress between 0.1% wt and 0.4% wt was
associated with the completion of this monolayer, whereas an excess of plasticizer likely
acts towards destabilizing this monolayer by forming a polymer melt in the gap between
the particles that increases the local viscosity and favors the removal of the polymer from
this zone of contact. Finally, with the hypothesis that the polymer is removed out of the
surface of the particles in the contact zone, when the energy of compression of the polymer
becomes larger than its adsorption energy, we obtain, without any adjustable parameter,
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the right order of magnitude of critical stress for CC particles but an order of magnitude
higher for the CI particles. This last discrepancy is associated with the much smaller size
(by a factor of five) of the CI particles since the shear force on a pair of particles decreases
as R2. The fact that the experimental critical stress is quite insensitive to the size of the
particles could be due to the aggregation process that transposes the magnitude of the
shear forces between two particles at the scale of these aggregates.
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